1. The authors must acknowledge the error done in applying the Q-RMR relation proposed by Barton (1995) . The formula must have contained ''log 10'', but unfortunately, the actual calculation in applying the formula was based on using ''ln''. Therefore, the authors must apologize for the inconvenience caused due to the error. This has affected Table 2 and then Fig. 8 , which is based on comparing the Q-RMR relations with Sabzkuh tunnel data. Corrected Table 2 and (2002), unlike the conclusion provided in the paper, does not yield the low values as compared to other relations, but it provides values more than the average and close to the relation by Bhasin and Grimstaad (1996) . The remaining figures, tables and conclusions are still valid and need not be corrected.
Therefore, the second paragraph of Section 4.1.2 in the paper is to be corrected as:
The relations proposed by Goel (1994) and Singh (1993) estimate high values (upper bound) for r cm , whereas the relation proposed by Yudbir et al. (1983) yields low values (lower bound). The relation by Barton (2002) , unlike the conclusion provided earlier in the paper, does not yield the low values as compared to other relations, but it provides values more than the average and close to relation by Bhasin and Grimstaad (1996) .
Therefore, the fifth paragraph of Section 5 of the paper needs to be corrected as:
The relations proposed by Goel (1994) and Singh (1993) estimate high values (upper bound) for r cm , whereas the relations proposed by Yudbir et al. (1983) yield low values (lower bound); this shows a wide range for r cm . For the upper bound relations, the variation of r cm is very sensitive to variation in the input parameter. The relation by Barton (2002) provides values more than the average and close to relation by Bhasin and Grimstaad (1996) . Kaiser and Gale (1985) Al-Harthi (1993) Barton (1995) Tuğrul ( Fig. 14 The rock mass strength estimated using relations available in the literature
